Proof-of-Caring FAQ

Without a proof of care can someone participate in the ico ?
In the pre-ico not, but in the ICO yes. It's very easy to get 10% bonus, just any kind of
engagement puts you there
How I can participate into pre-sale? Do I need to upload my PoC ?
Yes. You need to upload them via the portal. Register at w
 ww.pre-sale.experty.io
I read the whitepaper (or other small PoC) and I’m still Tier 3!
Tier 3 has a 10% bonus and can participate in the pre-ICO. The pre-ICO is just for extra
bonuses. We are looking for both quality and quantity PoC to assign bonuses to.
How I can get to a higher tier?
General PoC examples:
https://medium.com/@experty_io/proof-of-caring-examples-c55ad641740d
Partner Tier (60% bonus + 5000 EXY) examples are here:
https://medium.com/@experty_io/experty-sets-hardcap-at-9m-announces-proof-of-care-addit
ions-b040264698cf
When is the deadline for PoC?
The deadline for submissions is on January 15th. We will be doing a final review and
announcing all tiers soon after that.

Pre-ICO and ICO participation FAQ
What is the token role in your project?

It’s an utility token. Please check our whitepaper for details:
https://docsend.com/view/bqasgtq
What about KYC and AML?
Yes, we do require KYC and AML from everyone. We are cooperating with Bitcoin Suisse on
this. Check here for more details: https://experty.io/en#security
What is the minimum amount?
People who want to contribute over $1000 will need to use Bitcoin Suisse
(www.BitcoinSuisse.ch). People who will want to participate with less than $1000 will have
alternative way that we will announce between the 1st and 10th of January on our Medium
blog. Visit our blog: https://medium.com/@experty_io
We have decided to change the minimum contribution to 0.5ETH per person.
What is the hard cap?
The total hard cap is $9 000 000 or 33k  during the pre-ICO and ICO.

What is the percent of pre-sale will be allocated for tier 1..tier 2?
Due to the overwhelming response from proof of care and the significant amount of
submissions we have received, along with the amount we are trying to predict we will receive
by the deadline, we have decided to allow anyone that performs proof of care to at least get
in the presale at the 10% bonus level.  Therefore, we are removing our presale cap to allow
everyone to get in. We will decide the top tier allocations when we have a better idea of how
many proof of care submissions are submitted. If the ICO cap reaches $9m during our
presale the ICO will end and there will be no main sale!  This will reward all parties who have
participated in proof of care.
The remaining amount of tokens will be sold during the ICO.
ICO Exclusions for US, Canada, UK None Accredited Investors, China, Singapore,
Hong Kong, etc.
For the pre-allocation, North Korea is the only exclusion. Only accredited qualified investors
from US at the moment.
Third Party Escrow or Multisig wallet policy for fund discretion
Bitcoin Suisse is providing this service
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Is it gonna be like in Wabi ICO - only set amount per person?
Yes, we plan to set amount per person during the pre-sale and ICO. We will start informing
people about their interest in the beginning of January so we will figure out what allocations
can be provided to whom and at what discount.

Refund Policy if Soft Cap is not reached.
The soft cap is 2000 ETH. Ether will be refunded if the soft cap is not reached. In addition,
Experty has already secured $700k in seed funding so we don’t think that any refunds are
going to be a case.

Experty Technical & Business FAQ

Core members' expertise are in JS, but only one main developer's is in Solidity.
The less code and developers specialized in Solidity the better. The smart contract needs to
be as simple as possible (lesser chance for bugs)
Dependency on the Ethereum network, reliance on the future PoS transition of the
Ethereum Network, and the delayed launch date due to possible network issues.
Disclosure of expected impact, development, and costs of LN or side chain
development if it is deemed required.
We have a plan to implement a RAID-en like network. We have a whole section in our
White Paper about this.
How you plan to make money? What is the business model?
Monthly paid subscriptions for people who want to use other cryptocurrencies. EXY tokens
in the app will be 100% without any additional to use.

DO YOU HAVE MORE QUESTIONS? SEND US AN EMAIL TO
contact@experty.io
We will reply within 6-12 hours.
Join also our Telegram at www.t.me/experty_io

